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Abstract—A deuterium–tritium base reaction pulsed neutron
generator packaged in a flat computer chip shape of 1.54 cm
(0.600 in) wide by 3.175 cm (1.25 in) long and 0.3 cm (0.120 in)
thick has been successfully demonstrated to produce 103 neutrons
per pulse (14 MeV) in a 0.5-µs pulse. The neutron generator
is based on a deuterium ion beam accelerated to impact a tritium-loaded target. The accelerating voltage is in the 15- to 20-kV
range with a 3-mm (0.120 in) gap, and the ion beam is shaped by
using a lens design to produce a flat ion beam that conforms to the
flat rectangular target. The ion source is a simple surface-mounted
deuterium-filled titanium film with a fused gap that operates at a
current–voltage design to release the deuterium during a pulselength of about 1 µs. We present some of the preliminary results
and the general description of the working prototypes, which we
have labeled the “NEUTRISTOR.”
Index Terms—Cancer, commercial, high voltage, ion source,
medical, neutron generator.

I. I NTRODUCTION

N

EUTRON generators that are based on accelerating a deuterium ion beam and impacting a tritium (or deuterium)loaded target are typically made in a cylindrical shape or
symmetry. Cylindrical symmetry allows practical control of
the ion beam and the high voltage, and it allows control of
ion-induced secondary electrons with a simple structure. The
cylindrical package allows for robust and simple structures,
particularly for applications such as well logging [1], [2]. What
is called “diode” geometry consists of an ion source, an aperture
plate with a pin hole in the center or a screen in some designs,
an accelerating gap where the ions are accelerated, and a target.
The ion source can take several forms, the simplest of which is
an electrode pair with a spark gap, where the electrodes of the
spark gap are loaded with deuterium [3].
Smaller portable systems continue to be based on thin cylindrical pipes with considerable volume. We demonstrated a
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millimeter-sized neutron generator, based on taking the flat
cross section of the simplest diode-based neutron generator
geometry, and designed an ion lens around it so that the ions
hit the target in a flat rectangular shape. This paper discusses
the overall cross section (including shape and materials), the
lens design, the results of the ion beam model, and the output
performance of the neutron chip.
A. “NEUTRISTOR” Application, Shape, and Basic Materials
Our goal was to develop a portable low-voltage batteryoperated neutron source capable of being mounted on a socket
the size of a computer chip. One application of this technology
is to put the neutron source, with a moderator, in a package
that can be placed close to a cancerous area, allowing a cancer
patient to return to his/her home while receiving a low neutron
dose over an extended period of time. In boron neutron capture
therapy [4]–[6], a slow neutron is absorbed by boron (5 B10 ) or
boronated compounds introduced to the cancer cells, releasing
7
7
4
4
2 He and 3 Li with a gamma, with the 2 He and 3 Li causing
most of the cell damage [7].
The shape of the neutron generator was based on the ease of
fabrication and expense. Production runs of 20 to 30 chips can
be made using readily available lithography and metal deposition techniques. The end result meets the goal of developing and
mass producing an inexpensive and portable neutron generator
that can easily be adapted to a number of critical applications.
An advantageous aspect of the design is that it is made in
stacked layers. Each layer has a particular function, allowing
different material deposition and film thicknesses. Most importantly, it allows the loading of deuterium on the ion source layer
and tritium on the target layer.
Stacking several generators on top of each other prevents
high-voltage breakdown between generators when operated in
a sequential mode [8], [9].
The numbered items in Fig. 1 show the basic components:
1) ceramic substrate where the ion lens and ion source cavity
are mounted;
2) ceramic half where the target surfaces are deposited;
3) ceramic cover plate that seals the plasma cavity and upper
lens bias;
4) main target surface;
5) top/bottom cover and vacuum seal surfaces;
6) target high-voltage connector;
7) ion source film structure;
8) target film connector;
9) ion beam lens;
10) ceramic cover plate that seals the plasma cavity and lower
lens bias.
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B. Ion Source

Fig. 1. “NEUTRISTOR” basic shape and components.

Fig. 2. Surface-mounted generator basic components.

All parts (Fig. 2) are made out of ceramic with metal films
vapor-deposited on top by different methods, including lithography and plain mask and evaporator techniques.
The wafer has the following dimensions:
1) width: 1.54 cm (0.600 in);
2) length: 3.175 cm (1.25 in);
3) thickness: 0.05 cm (0.020 in).
The tested units were fabricated with two source wafers. The
aspect ratio was defined by the high voltage required in the accelerating cavity and the appropriate electric field management.
A minimum of 15 kV was established as the operating accelerating voltage. This is derived from the fact that, at 10-keV ion
energies (or less), the probability of deuterium–deuterium (DD)
or deuterium-tritium (DT) fusion reaction is at a minimum or
nonexistent. The only constraint is to operate the device at
the lowest possible voltage—higher voltage will require larger
dimensions to keep electric fields within manageable levels.
The voltage is then used to determine the neutron yield for DT
reactions of thick target technologies [10], which, at 15 kV, is
approximately 6 × 104 neutrons/µC, using 100% loading.
The shape of the accelerating cavity is adjusted after calculating the electric fields at both static and dynamic conditions.
Dynamic condition is understood to be when the ion beam and
the space charge are present and distributed on the structure.
The ion beam accelerating cavity, as designed, was able to take
21 kV with a 10-µs-long pulse and somewhat higher voltage
with shorter pulselengths. Most electrostatic models were made
using commercially available codes [11].

The ion source is based on a simple widely used concept
that is described in [3] (see also [12]). It consists of a pair of
electrodes facing each other across a gap. In a typical twoelectrode spark gap configuration, one electrode is subjected
to a sufficiently high voltage until it breaks down, forming an
arc through the gap to the second electrode. In this case, the
arc is initiated by a vacuum flashover of the ceramic surface
between electrodes. The electrodes are made out of a titanium
thin film to allow deuterium loading (the details of the gas
loading process are beyond the scope of this paper).
In a typical operation and after the current is established,
the temperature of the film rises, particularly at the vicinity of
the arc, releasing deuterium gas and ionizing it at the same
time due to the arc electron flow. The source shape, thickness, and material are designed and selected after a detailed
thermal analysis using a commercial multiphysics software
package [13].
The temperature profile yields the electrical current drive
conditions for the ion source. The required current is determined by knowing the temperature at which deuterium is
released from the film at a given thickness. The interelectrode
gap was selected following a simple rule of thumb for ceramic
flashover: ∼50-kV/cm electric field with a field enhancement
factor of approximately three, which yields an electric field
design value of 150 kV/cm. This value is used to determine
the voltage to breakdown and the electrode gap distance. In
this case, a gap of about 0.25 µm required an initial voltage
of over 1000 V to produce an arc across the electrodes. After
the first arc breakdown and due to residue material on the gap,
subsequent operations required approximately 300 to 400 V to
operate the source.
Next, the ion source was fabricated following a simple design
with two electrodes facing each other. As expected, the prototypes worked close to the design value with no gas loaded into
the film. The shot life number of the film is very low. With gas
loaded, the shot capacity of the source is in 1000 s.
The ion source operation was tested in a simple field-free
time-of-flight configuration [14]. The detector is a high-quality
Faraday cup [15] capable of bias to suppress secondary electrons and a separate bias to stop ions of lower energy from
entering. The deuterium ion source plasma, in a free-expanding
mode, can be correlated to the resulting device ion beam current
only after both measurements are done and can be analyzed
as a function of the ion beam lens extraction, or aperture,
efficiency. As an estimate, using the metal vapor arc “rule of
thumb” for ion extraction [16] at a conservative level of 1%
and estimating (from the thick target yield at 15 kV which
is approximately 6 × 104 neutrons/µC) a neutron production
quantum efficiency of ∼10−8 neutrons per ion, it turns out that
the plasma current required to produce 2000 neutrons is ∼3.3 A
for a corresponding ∼33-mA ion beam current with a 1-µs-long
pulse, matching the results quite closely. Measurements of the
ion source plasma, in free expansion, were made, but measurements of the ion beam with either the beam lens or the target
present were not performed but will be done; furthermore, their
comparison will be reported at a later time.
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Fig. 5. One elliptical design that is used on the modeling results.
Fig. 3.

Model representation of the ion beam expanding on the X-axis.

Fig. 4.

Model representation of the ion beam expanding on the Y -axis.

C. Target
The target is a film of titanium loaded with tritium. The shape
was designed to work in conformity with the ion beam lens.
Different shapes are possible, but the elliptical form worked
better with the final ion beam lens design. The drivers for the
cavity shape were the high voltage and, specifically, the surface
flashover. The target was designed with the minimum neutron
output required as a guide for the surface area. The thickness
can be estimated based on the stopping power of the ion energy
at the surface; in this case, we used 2-µm vapor-deposited
titanium. No temperature requirements were considered for
the design, given that nonrepetitive operation was intended.
The target was 100% tritium loaded to enhance the number
of tritium clusters available for fusion reaction. The hydride
process is performed at about 103 Pa and 300 ◦ C [17], [18].

Fig. 6. No bias on the ion beam lens, showing the beam scattered outside the
target area.

D. Ion Beam Lens
The initial shape of the ion beam lens was calculated using
the paraxial approximation [19]. We determined the approximate lens dimensions to fit our accelerator cavity. Next, we used
an elliptical profile to allow the beam to expand to ∼2 to 3 mm
on the X-axis, as shown in Fig. 3, but restricted to ∼0.5 mm on
the Y -axis, as in Fig. 4.
The general shape of the lens, shown in Fig. 5, is formed by
sweeping an elliptical surface across three layers, allowing for
an aperture on the center layer for ion extraction.
The resulting electric field distribution shapes the ion beam.
Fig. 6 shows the ion beam model with no bias on the lens
surfaces where, obviously, the ions (represented by the rays)
expand well beyond the target area.

Fig. 7. Fully biased ion beam lens surfaces, showing a better focused beam.

Fig. 7 shows the ion beam trajectories with the surfaces fully
biased, where the beam is mostly inside the target area.
The top and bottom surfaces can be modified somewhat.
Fig. 7 shows the results using a 3 : 1 (semimajor to semiminor)
elliptical ratio on the front surfaces.
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Fig. 8. One sample ready to be inserted into the vacuum test setup. The sample
consists of two ion sources and one target. The three cables on the left represent
the ground and two current feeds, one for each ion source; the right-hand-side
cable is the target high-voltage bias.

Fig. 10. Voltage, ion source, and neutron detector waveforms for a randomly
selected shot. The time scale is 10 µs. The vertical scales are arbitrary.

Fig. 9. Voltage, ion source, and neutron detector waveforms for a randomly
selected shot. The time scale is 10 µs. The vertical scales are arbitrary.

Other designs for ion lenses are possible. For instance, we
used a flat front target with a two-radius surface on the side of
the aperture, resulting in a more focused beam on the target. The
ellipse aspect ratio of the semiminor/semimajor axis changes
the effective electric field distribution and, therefore, the focal
point of the ion beam. We used this information to adjust the
length of the cavity, with no changes on the thickness.
E. Experimental Results
Initial testing was done with targets and ion sources unloaded
to confirm the levels of high voltage that the chip could accommodate. Next, we tested ion sources loaded with deuterium,
with high voltage across the gap, but no tritium on the target.
This test confirmed the presence of the ion beam and the highvoltage standoff with the beam in the gap.
Finally, we introduced samples fully loaded with tritium.
Because the target is loaded with tritium, the experimental setup
was placed in a radiation-controlled area.
The neutron chip target bias is driven with a push–pull
circuit that feeds a step-up transformer that produces a 20-kV
trapezoid-shaped waveform of about 6-µs full-width at halfmaximum (FWHM). Next, the ion source is turned on at the
start of the flat section of the high-voltage pulse, with a 600-V
square pulse of about 1-µs FWHM. The detector is located
2 cm away from the neutron source.
A typical sample tested is shown in Fig. 8. The samples are
completely enclosed, and provisions were made in the event
that the vacuum equipment became contaminated with tritium.
The target voltage, the ion source pulse, and the neutron
detector signal are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. Note that the
waveforms have been polarity adjusted for the sake of presentation. Fig. 9 shows the data using a 20-kHz filter on the scope
(Tektronix 3054C); Fig. 10 has no filter.

The detector used was calibrated using a known DD neutron
source. A two-detector setup is used to time correlate the signal.
One detector is placed about 2 cm from the source, while the
second detector is moved to an equivalent distance to register
approximately 2000 neutrons. All measurements were done
using a time window that correlated with the application of the
ion source pulse.
The detector contains an Eljen EJ309:B5 liquid scintillator as
a detection medium [20]. This scintillator contains ∼5% B-10
(4.6%), hence the “B5” designation. In our experiments and in
published results, the amplitude of thermal neutron captures on
B-10 is very small and is likely under the counting threshold of
the experiment.
The detector length and diameter are 12.7 cm. There is a
small gas bubble in the detector to allow for thermal expansion without damaging the assembly. The photomultiplier is a
Hamamatsu H6527.
II. C ONCLUSION
We have demonstrated the operation of a simple all-surfacemounted component neutron source. The source size and configuration were selected to fit into a conventional computer chip
multilink socket. We have also demonstrated ion beam lens
designs that use nonconventional surfaces to produce a flatshaped ion beam that conforms to the target surface. Outputs
in the 2000 neutrons in a 1-µs-long pulse (∼109 neutrons/s)
were measured with a liquid scintillator.
The total ion beam current, or target current, was measured
but includes the ion-produced electron secondary emission
component. The ion source operation was measured using a
free-expansion setup with a Faraday cup; in this setup, we can
estimate the D-ion production. The actual ion production, from
the ion source, will be measured using a time of flight and
reported later, including its correlation to the ion source geometry, thickness, drive current, gap dimensions, and temperature
profile.
Measuring neutrons at the level reported was a challenge. We
started using a lead probe, in different modes, until we obtained
a reasonable signal, but because of noise, we could not say
with certainty if it was only due to neutrons. After that, we
tested a series of commercial detectors and others available here
at Sandia National Laboratories. Finally, the liquid scintillator
was made available; time was spend to make sure that the
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calibration, noise, X-ray, and gamma discrimination was properly understood and controlled. To confirm the signal discrimination, we used two similar detectors, with a calibrated source,
and we moved one detector away until the solid angles were
equivalent to capture the minimum signal that we may produce
from our device. This probe responded properly to all our
shielding and source/no-source testing. The detector measurements correlated well with the estimated neutron output, once
we accounted for the proper yield.
A completely vacuum-sealed self-contained prototype is currently being tested. The process to fully vacuum seal off the unit
includes using a preformed package ceramic box with brazed
washers. This practical device, which can be used for medical
applications, can be made with a DD loading, a source, and a
target and may be paired with a boron trifluoride (BF3 ) detector
[21], [22] for reference measurements.
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